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SUMMARY
A program called FLEXWAL is presented. The program was
written to predict the wall modifications necessary to remove the
upper and lower wall interference effects in solid, flexible,
adaptive-wall wind tunnels. The procedure used is the iterative
method of NASA TP-2081 and is valid for both subsonic and transonic
test conditions. Instructions on program usage, functional state-
ments of program routines, a program listing, and a sample case are
given.
INTRODUCTION
The computer program FLEXWAL described in this report is used
to calculate the required upper and lower boundary modifications
necessary for removing wind-tunnel wall interference effects in
solid flexible-wall wind tunnels. The method used is the iterative
technique of reference I and requires experimentally obtained
information as input. The program is completely self-contained and
is written in a modular form so that changes to the program for
specific applications or wind-tunnel facilities can be made with
ease.
Both analytical and experimental applications of the program
at subsonic and transonic speeds have been previously presented
along with the convergence properties of the method (See ref. I.).
This report gives a general description of the method, instructions
for using the program, sample input, functional statements of
routines used, and a listing of the computer code.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION
When testing in a wind tunnel, the flow field about the model
is constrained to something different than that which would be
present in free air. The principal difference is referred to as
the wall interference and is generally taken as a perturbation
about the free-air case. Classical methods for determining the
wind-tunnel wall interference make mathematical approximations of
the perturbation from which correction formulae are derived. The
present method is that of reference I and uses the Cauchy integral
formula to analytically extend the real flow field in the wind tun-
nel to infinity by solving for an imaginary flow exterior to the
wind tunnel. These two flows are then iteratively coupled at the
boundary with continuity being established when the measured data
match the results of calculated data at the wall. If there is a
mismatch then the method predicts a correction to the wind-tunnel
wall, new data are measured, and the continuity is again checked.
Functional statements of the routines used in the FLEXWAL
program are given in Appendix A and a listing of the program is
contained in Appendix B. The program is completely self-contained
and modular in construction. All input data are read into subrou-
tine INPT and an echo listing of the input is given in the output
listing. Subroutine SCALE uses the Goethert scaling laws to remove
the effects of compressibility at the test Mach number prior to
application of the correction technique and then, after completion
of the correction calculations, SCALE is called again so as to
include the compressibility at the desired Mach number MSET. MSET
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has been included for consistency during the iterative process
because often the desired Mach number is slightly different than
that recorded during the test due to experimental error. Subrou-
tine SMOOTH is a simple least squares smoothing subroutine which
may or may not be needed depending on the quality of the experi-
mentally obtained data. For each set of five adjacent pressures, a
least squares parabola is determined and the center pressure is
calculated from the least squares solution. When all pressures
have been s_noothed, a single pass has been completed and the pro-
cess will be repeated as specified by the IS parameter in the
input. The subroutine WALLDTA determines values of the perturba-
tion velocities and sets up an integration contour as specified in
reference I. A spline through the wall jack coordinates allows the
wallposition to be determined at intermediate stations and by
taking the derivative of the spline curve, the wall slopes (i.e.
vertical velocities) may also be obtained along the walls. In the
present form of the computer code, the vertical velocity components
on the upstream and downstream legs of the contour have been set
equal to the average of those on the upper and lower walls at the _ _
same station. This can easily be changed if the appropriate data
are measured or better approximated.
The actual application of the method is in subroutine VJACK.
It is here that the contour integration is performed for the
velocities at the wall jack stations. It is important to note that
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the most upstream and downstream wall jacks do not actually have to
lie on the data contour. The program will determine whether the
velocity is being calculated at a field point or a point on the
_ contour and will adjust the solution accordingly. The difference
is a factor of 2 which can be seen by referring to reference I.
Subroutine DELYJ calculates the predicted wall change by integrat-
ing slopes determined from the new jack velocities along each
wall. Convergence of the method is declared when these changes
become sufficiently small or when some other criteria such as
negligible variations in the airfoil force coefficients is met.
Subroutine NEWYJ prints the results of the program. All other
subroutines act in support of the previously noted routines.
PROGRAM USAGE
The program is written in the FORTRAN IV computer language and
requires 42000 words of execution field on a CDC CYBER 173 com-
puter. Typical program run times are about 2 seconds. Appendix C
gives a sample case. The output listing gives an echo listing of
the input data required to generate the results. A user's guide _
containing the input format, a glossary of all terms used in the
input and output, and program restrictions are presented in the
computer program and are found at the top of the program listing in
Appendix B.
REFERENCES
I. Everhart, J. L.: A Method for Modifying Two-Dimensional
Adaptive Wind-Tunnel Walls Including Analytical and Experi-
mental Verification. NASA TP-2081, February 1983.
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APPENDIX A
SUMMARY OF PROGRAM ROUTINES AND THEIR FUNCTIONS
ROUTINE EXTERNAL FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT
NAME REFERENCES
FLEXWAL AVGDY This is the main or executive routine of
DELYJ a FORTRAN IV computer program for calcu-
INITIAL lating the jack settings of the upper and
INPT lower walls of a two-dimensional solid







CURVD INTRVL This function subprogram differentiates
SNHCHS a curve at a given point using a spline
under tension. The subroutine CURVl
should be called earlier to determine
certain necessary parameters.
CURVI INTRVL This function subprogram integrates a
SNHCHS curve specified by a spline under tension
between two given limits. The subroutine
HMCURVI should be called earlier to
determine certain necessary parameters.
CURV2 INTRVL This function subprogram interpolates a
SNHCHS curve at a given point using a spline
under tension. The subroutine HMCURVI
should be called earlier to determine
certain necessary parameters.
IBDRY This function subprogram determines
whether a point is on the data surface
or a field point.
INTRVL This function subprogram determines the
index of the interval (determined by a
given increasing sequence) in which a
given value lies.
ISTRIP This function subprogram determines
whether the strip being considered is
a normal or singular strip.
RMACHNO This function subprogram calculates the
test Mach numbers.
RMS This subroutine function determines the
RMS value of array A.
SWITCH This subroutine reorders the indices of
array x from high to low.
ROUTINE EXTERNAL FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT
NAME REFERENCES
UCAL This function subprogr_ calculates the
U component of velocity.
UINFIN This function subprogram calculates the
free-stream velocity.
AVGDYJ This subroutine averages the top and
bottom wall values of DYJ.
DELYJ CURVI This subroutine integrates the delta
HMCURVI theta values to obtain new wall
RMS location predictions.
HMCURVI This subroutine fits a cubic or tension
spline through a set of Y vs. X values.
INITIAL This subroutine presets certain arrays to
zero.
INPT This subroutine handles the input of the
raw data as taken from the wind-tunnel
test.
LSQSMTH This subroutine provides a least squares
smoothing for either a straight line or
a parabolic fit of the input data.
NEWYJ RMS This subroutine writes the predicted
results onto TAPE 6.
SCALE This subroutine scales the input using
the Goethert scaling rules.
SING This subroutine evaluates the velocity
component along the singular strip.
SMOOTH LSQSMTH This subroutine controls the smoothing
of the wind-tunnel data.
SNHCSH This subroutine returns approximations
to: SlNHM(X) = SINH(X) - X
COSHM(X) = COSH(X) - I
and
COSHMM(X) = COSH(X) - I - X'X/2
with relative error less than 3.24E-14.
STRIP This subroutine calculates the jack
velocity component resulting from some
strip excluding that containing the
singularity.
ROUTINE EXTERNAL FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT
NAME REFERENCES
VJACK IBDRY This subroutine integrates the velocity
ISTRIP integral to obtain the jack velocities.
STRIP
WALLDTA CURVD This subroutine takes input data and
CURV2 calculates velocities and wall locations










C* FLEXWAL IS A FORTRAN IV COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING THE JACK
C* SETTINGS OF THE tiPPER AN[) LOWER WALLS OF A TWO-DIMENSIONAL SOLID *
C* FLEXIBLF-WALL WIKD TUF_NEL AS PREDICTED BY THE METHO[, OF NASA TP-2081. *
C* THE PROGRAM WAS WRITTEN BY JOEL L. EVERHART OF NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH *C* CE_!TER.
C. *
C* REQUIRED INPUT IS READ INTO THE PROGRAM FROM TAPE5 A_(D OUTPUT IS *





C* READ ORDER DESCRIPTIO_ FORMAT *
C*
C* i HFAD(1),I:I8 BAIO *
C* 2 TEST,RUN,POINT 315 *
C*, 3 RN, ALPHA, TEMP, PT, PINF, MSET 6FlO.O * ..-
C* 4 K_JT, NJB, NTW, NDS, NBW, NUS, NRLAX, .
C* (IS(I),I:I,4), IAVG, IPRT 1315 *
C* 5 IOPT(1)_I:I,4 415 *
C* 6 EC(I)_I:I,4 4FIO.O *
C* 7 _LAX(1),I=I,NRLAX 8F10.0 *
C* R (XJ(I),YJ(I),I:I,NJ) 2FI0.0 *




C* DEFINITION OF TERMS: ,C*
C* ALPHA - MODEL A_GLF OF ATTACK ,
C* DUJ - PREDICTED CHANGE IN AXIAL JACK PERTURBATION VELOCITY *
C* DVJ - PREDICTED CHANGE IN VERTICAL JACK RERTURHATION VELOCITY *
C* DYJ - PREDICTED CHANGE IN WALL POSITION .
C* EC - END CONDITIONS ON THE SPLINE THROUGH THE JACK .
C* LOCATIONS. THE SPLINE IS USED TO DETERMINE WALL POSITION *
C* BETWEEn! JACKS AND WALL SLOPES. .
C* EC(I), UPSTREAM_UPPER WALL .
C* EC(2), DOWNSTREAM, UPPER WALL ,
C* EC(3)_ UPSTREAM, LOWER WALL .
C* EC(4), DOWNSTREAM, LOWER WALL ,
C* HEAD - DESCRIPTOR CARD OF UP TO 80 CHARACTERS. ,
C* IAVG - WALL JACK AVERAGING PARAMETER. .
C* AT A GTVF_, XJ _TATTOK, THE I_PPFP AND IOWFR Y,! Ph_TTTON ARF .
C* AVERAGED GIVING SYN_F_ETPlCAL RESULTS *
C* IAVG:0• AVERAGING ON *
C* I• AVERAGING OFF *
C* IOPT - SPLINE FND CONDITIOI'i OPTION PARA_aETER *
C* IOPT(1) • UPSTREA_a• UPPER WALL *
C* IOPT(2)• DOWNSTREAN_ UPPER WALL *
C* IOPT(3)• LIPSTREA_4_ LOV'ER WALL *
C* IOPT(4), DOWNSTREAm, LOWER WALL *
C* IOPT(1)=0, EC UNKNOW,_-; *
C* :I_ EC:O (Y)/DX *
C* :2, EC:D2 (Y)/DX2 *
C* IPRT - PRINT CONTROL PARA_IETER. *
C* IPRT=0, _AXIMt)M OUTPUT *
C* :I• NORMAL OLITPUT *
C* IS - LEAST SOUARES SMOOTHING PARA_4ETER FOR IK_PUT F)ATA ON *
C* EACH WAIL OF CONTOUR. IS(1) IS THE NU_4flEROF SMOOTHING *
C* PASSES MADE ON EACH WALL STARTING CLOCK_'ISF ON UPPE_ WALL. *
C* IS(1):0 IMPLIES NO SMOOTHING *
C* MSET - DESIRED NACH NU_4_ER TO WHICH RESULTS ARE SCALED. *
C* ND - TOTAL NUMBER OF PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS (CALCtILATED *
C* INTERNALLY TO PROGRAm) *
C* NRW - NU_.4P,FR OF PRESSURE NIEAS IRF'_ENTS ON ROTTO',' WALL (LOWER LEG *
C* OF CONTOUR) *
C* NDS - NUMBER OF PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS ON DOWNSTREAM LEG OF CONTOUR *
C* NTW - BUYUBER OF PRESSURE MEASURE#ENTS ON TOP WALL (UPPER LEG OF *
C* CONTOUR) *
C* NUS - NIJI'4_ER OF PRESSURE MEASUREPENTS ON UPSTREAM LEG OF CONTOUR *
C* NJ - TOTAL .NI_MBER OF JACKS (CALCULATED INTERNALLY TO PROGRAM) *
C* NJR - NtlFIF3ER OF JACKS ON BOTTOM WALL *
C* NJT - NU_4BER OF JACKS ON TOP WALL *
C* NRLAX - NUMBER OF WALL RELAXATION FACTORS *
C* PINF - FREEST PEAM STATIC PRESSURE• PSI OR PSF *
C* POINT - DATA IDENTIFIER *
C* PT - FREESTPEAM TOTAL PF_ESSUREt PSI OR PSF *
C* RL.AX - VALUE OF WALL CHANGE RELAXATION FACTORS FOP FINAL F_ESULTS *
C* PMS - ROOT-MEAN-SOLIARE ERROR *
C* _Fi - TEST REYNOLDS NUMBER *
C* PUN - DATa IDENTIFIER *
C* TEMP - FREESTPEAM TOTAL TEMPEPATURE• DEG. RANKINE *
C* TEST - DATA IDENTIFIER *
C* THETA - FLOW AK,GLE AT WALL *
C* THETAN - PREDICTED FLOW ANGLE AT WALL *
C* lID - ON INPUT• MEASLIPED WALL PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS. ON OUTPUT• *
C* CALCULATED AXIAL VELOCITY. *
C* UJ - AXIAL VELOCITY AT JACK *
C* UJN - PREDICTED AXIAL JACK VELQCITY *
F_ C* VJ - VERTICAL VELOCITY AT JACK *
C* VJN - PREDICTED VERTICAL VELOCITY AT JACK *
C* XD - AXIAL STATION OF WALL ORIFICES *
C* XJ - AXIAL STATION O_ WALL JACKS *
C* yr) NPItATNAI VFRTTCAI IQCATI[)N OF IlPPF-i_AHI) I t3_VF_ w/_lI. ('IF_TFTCF£. *
C* ACTUAL VERTICAL LOCATION OF UPSTREAH Ar,_O:..)O£_'NSTPEA_ORIFICES. *
F-, C* ACTUAL I,PPEP AND LOWEP WALL ORF)If',IATESARE CALCI_LATEI) FROM A *
C* SPLINE THROUGH THF JACK ORDINATES. *
C* YJ - VE_TI.CAI. LOCATION rlF WALL JACKS. *
C* YJ!H - PPEDICTE_ VEPTICAL LOCATIO, _,, OF I_ALL JACKS. *
C* *
C* *
C* I-_FSTRI CTTf)NF, : *
C* *
C* I. WALL DATA APE INPUT CLOCKWISE STARTIH6 AT THE _OC,T UPSTREA,'4.UPPER *
C* WALL OPlFICE. *
C* 2. THE JaCK ORDI.".,ATESAPE IF.jPUTFRO _ HPSTREA _,_TO !)O_,_,)STPFa_4I!PPEP WALL *
C* AND FF_OM I_PSTPEA_.4TO DOW_,IST_EAM LOWEF_ WALL. *
C* 3. USE _'nNSIgTEF_T PRESSURE UNITS. *
C* 4. S_OOTHING OF UPSTRFAM AND DOWNSTREA'_ DATA IS NOT IF>CLIU)E!.)• *
C* HOWFVFR• ,NOTE IS MADE IN THE LISTINC-, OF SUBROUTINE S_,_OOT_ _!HEPE *
C* IT SHhULD RE INCLUDED IF [)ESIPEDo *
C* 5. THE FL(_W ANGLES (IE. VD/UD) On, THE UPSTREA_ A,",!]F'_OWNgTREA,_ *
C* PORT_TO(uS OF THE DATA CONTOUF'S AF_E PRESENTLY SET F_UAL TO THE *



















NI,_I<1:1 0 0 0
NWK_.= 1 0 0
CALL IFITTIAL (NWKP-_WKP)
CALL INP# (IPRT)
_:R_ACHNO (GAMMA •PT _Pl NF )
UINF:UI_,._FTN(GAF_A,GASP',TE MP'F_)
wRITE (_•96) u• UI._F















g6 FORMAT(///* M,INF=*GI2.6* UINF=*GI2.6//)
gT FQP_AT("I"//* CALCULATED JACK DATA*)
g8 FORMAT ("I"//* INPUT WALL DATA*)


























































C THIS SUBROUTINE HANDLES THE INPUT OF THE RAW DATA AS TAKEN FROM




















READ(5_294) (XJ(I) _YJ(I) _I=I,NJ)
PFAD (5_ 299) (XD (I)_YD (I),UD (I)_I=I ,_D)
C


















294 Ff)PMAT (SFI 0.0)
2qS FOPNIAT(IHI,//,* INPUT DATA LISTING *,/)
296 FORMAT (3X,BA] O)
297 FORMAT (3X91615)






C THIS St}HF_OUTINE CONTROLS SMOOTHING OF THE WIN{) TUNNEL DATA
C














CALL LSOSMTH(S,k'KI (]) 9WK2(1),5,DUMgI,WKI(1) 9WKS,O)
"J WK2 (I ):WKS























26 IF(N2oEn,N)GO TO 51
C_SMOOTH POTTOP WALL DATA































76 IF(N4,EO,O)GO TO 99
99 RETURN








C* LSQSMTH IS A LEAST SQUARES SMOOTHING ROUTINE FOR EITHER A STRAIGHT
C* LINE OR A PARABOLIC FIT OF THE INPUT DATA *
C* *
C* M...... NUMBER OF DATA POINTS USED IN THE SMOOTHING *
C* X,Y .... I-D ARRAYS OF COORDINATES OF DATA TO BE SMOOTHED *
C* NC ..... NUMBER OF LEAST SOUARES COEFFICIENTS TO BE COMPUTED PLUS 2 *
C* NC:4---STRAIGHT LINE FIT *
C* NC:5---PARABOLIC FIT *
C* C...... I-D ARRAY OF LENGTH N+2 FOR COEFFICIENTS *
C* MR..... NUMRER OF POINTS TO BE INTERPOLATED AFTER FITTING DATA *
C* XS ..... 1-O ARRAY OF LENGTH MS CONTAINING LOCATION OF POINT TO BE *
C* SMOOTHED *
C* YS ..... I-D ARRAY OF LENGTH MS CONTAINING SMOOTHED ORDINATE OF XS *
C* IC..... IC:O---COMPUTE COEFFICIENTS *






















SX_Y=_X2Y.X (I)_X (I)_Y (I)
SX3=SX3.X (I)*X (I)*X (I)








15 C (2) =<;XY/€;X2
C(1)=O.n
IS DO ?0 I=],_:
X (1)=X (I) .C (_I+l)
y(I}=Y(1)+C(N+2)
20 CONTINUF















. 50 PRINT 51,M,N






C THIS SUPPOUTINE TAKES INPUT DATA AND CALCULATES Vt-LOCITIFS A._D
C _ALL LOCATIONS THEN FILLS APPROPRIATE ARRAY LOCATI(_€;.
C
€;UBROUT I_JE _,ALLDTA (NYPP, YPP, IPRT)
RF'=AL ._•_SET
I_TEGER TEST_RUF_,POINT
COMMO_.,/JACK/NJ,F_JT,NJB, XJ (I00) ,YJ (I00) ,IIJ(100) ,VJ (I00) •





DIMFNqT_)_ YPP (NYPP) .,IOPT(;_)
C
C*****gPLIB.!F " F!T (._FLPPFP W._LL JACK CnOROI"._ATES Ffl_ YO. ('qf_/LIF_)_A".,U (VJII,.IJ)
C
CAL! _"C_Pv I(YJ (I).YJ (I )_'YPP°F._JT"fi,()'I:)pT(I) "EC (I)"_(('_) 'I_-!_'_)
Y[;(I)--C!ic-'v.'>(xF_(I),f'.)dT,XJ (I) _,YJ(1 }tYPPgO.O)






C{-'F.;_':'*.gPl.!h;i::r'TT t;F I.O'_:E_WAI.L JACK C('ffbDf)II",,AT[:Sk-!)::;'yl)• (;,_,"/_,lF")• -"_;',!!) (vJ/UJ}
P
• ).,)•!Or-_T( • .I , C(_),CAL!_ q"_,."'_D_II(XJ(_jT+I)'YJ(_'_JT+I);YDF'9_i'P•' ' !) F_C( } i.-
_,IFO_)
r_n 7_07 I=l._'_:, '
I T=_T., +;' r:,R. ]
Yi'_(II)-_C_,rk\l_.(X n(I !),_'I.J__'•XJ (r-.JT",-1),,YJ(t'.!JT. I)•YDP. O,. i)
V_)(TI)=CI :_',;_(xr(1I) _NJt_.XJ(",,JT.I)_'YJ('JT.I) ,Y°P,o._;)





(-._-_,.*,...¢_tCt_L_-_,rln.!_)F (vn/!D) Cq'4PO,',_E_._TLO,",!"_TNE !_fl:,:,',.f!:T-;_:;_.','k,"'i,
VDA\IS= (Vr_(!'._T_."-)+,.,.r_(i,*T:._+i,.._D,c:. I))/2. O
II=,_!v'..l
\tp ( ! T ) =_m'. VC,
31_: COUT I _'dl":
C
C-_-_,'-,,;,_C(I! C!!! ,'!.TTI"", OF (VO/tJF;) Cfl_'_Pq"Fr,:T f:'Ln'tq Tr!r. "._pgTPFs'.'.' _',_l,
C
'/DAVG= ( _ :, ( fiT :, . ;',J[ _ ._IP 1,') .V]]( 1 ) ) I t" , t!
nr 32_ T=l,hti'_
IT=t,_T'.'.' .._r_ ._. , ,,.,. ]
',IF.'( I T ) = t':."_AV_-
l,o 320 CO."ITI ".Ji_F
C
C*****CALCI!LAT!.n._ r,F I_r. A_.,r' \jr, VFLnCI[TT_
C
{)n 32_. I=l ,'.'!"*
_i[)(I) :! ('LL (",UI_'F _L _(I) _V!;(I) ,_¢'_" _a)
vr)(I)=vn(1)<_.In(I)
3Pb c_;-:T I ",'_,_:F
C
C*****CALC!JLATInN OF !tJ AUD VJ FQO_ !l[,_OAT4
C
JODT(1):I

















CALl. H_-'CttRVI(XO (I_) ,UO (IH )•YPP, NF_W,ST, JOPT, EC I .ECF_,IF _ )
00 350 I=I,_JB
J.IJ(NJT .I)=CU_'V2 (.YJ (NJT +I) ,N_, Xb (I_ ),UO (I_ ) ,Y PP, ST )




















YD (ND) :YI'_ ( I )
lid (ND) =1.![) ( 1 )
vD(ND)=VD (I)
c
C*****LnOK AT PI'T'_SULTSOF THIS F,UBI:_OUTIh'F_
C
IF(IPPT.F_O.I)GO TO ,390
_4RITE ((-,,398) U II',IF .,
r')r_3e,5 I=l,_.!J
wPITF (t',.399)I,XJ(1) ,YJ (1) ,LIJ(I) ,vJ (])
36 =, CONTIK.UF
_,InITF-(6,397)
_A 370 T=I,_\!D '_
WPITF (6,3q9)I,XD (I) ,YD(1) _.UO(I) ,VD(1)
370 C(3NTI NUF
39O _E TIJR.*4
397 FO_4AT("]"//* WALL I_ATt_ (_CAL['[_)_//-'Sx.*I*
"_18.)t*X0"="I_X*YD* I_:!X*I,ID*18 X*VO*/)
3QR FOR,MAT("I"//7X*I!I HF=_GI2,6//?X*JACK DATA (SCALED) */I _'X_I*













AI=I •O- (]•O+GA_"4A*"4-*F!_Cp/2- O) **P
A2=I.0.?.O*AI/((GA_AMA-I.0)*_4*F')









C THIS F{I_,!CTIn_.._REOPDERS THE INDICES OF _,PPAY X FFhq_,,P'IGH TO LOW
C
St!_OI!T INE S'iITCH (N,X)
DI_4ENSIDf_ X(N)





















TF (IS._D. O.Ar_O. IPPT.EQ. O) WRITE (__,25)
IF(I_.E_.I.AF'_.IFRT.EQ.O)WPITE(6.p26}
IF (IT .EO. 1. AND. IPRT.EO. 0 )WPITE (_.92_)
IF (IT.ED.P..AF'O. IDPT.EQ.O) WRITE (6._2g)





D_ I0 I=l .N
X(1)--X(1)
Y (I )=PETA_Y (I)
IF (I._.Ee. i)hY (I)=F_FTA_S_'DY (I)
IJ(I )=_ETA_'U (I)
V( I )=__ETA_V (I)
IF(IT.EO.I.A{_D.IPP. T.EQ.O)WRITE(6._7)I,X(1).Y(I)
IF (IT.En...P_.AND.IPPT.E().O) WRITE (_.?_7)I,X (I) ,Y (I) .U (I)
IF(IT.ED.3.AF!D.IPPT.EQ.O)WRITE(_.27) I,x(1).Y(I) _{_Y(1) ,LI(1),V(1)
I0 COF.ITIF!UF
25 FnPPAT(//_' COMPPESSI_LE TO INCOhPRESSISLE SCALI._.c_*)









C THIS SUQPOUTINE INTEGRATES THE VELOCITY INTEGRAL TO .OBTAIN TH_ JACK VELOCITY
C
_UF_POlJTIF.{EVJACK (IOPT)
_)I_FN_ In_' IOPT (4)
CO!,,'MON/J _,C'K/r,,,J, _ JT, ,',_j t-t.,,xd ( ]l 0 (!) , YJ ( 10 0 ) , bJ ( l U0 ) , Vd ( 1 0 0 ) ,
._llJ_l(lOO),VJF.:(IOO),YJhI]OO) ,DYJ(]OO)
Cqu_O_I/COHTOIIF_/FIF;9NTW 9F_DS_NPt,_9NIIS,XO (IO0 )9YO (I0_'}),'I!,(1()(;),Vr!(I9r_}
PI=ATA_.IP(O. 0,-I,0)
!V,J:0
IF (J.FQ. IVJ) !.;PlTF (6,9_)
_/jK_(j) =0.0
! IJ,',.{(J) =o .(1
DO 30 I=],._.H)'._.I
I_TP=T_TPIP (J, I)
IF (ISTn,mr_. })CALl. _TRIP (J, I, I.I,IJSTPlP,VSTRIO)
l_ (ISTP,EO,2)CALL SIF._G(J_ I, UST_ IP _VSTRIP)
VJ_J(J) =VJN (J) +VgTRIP
UJ_J(J )--Ikin (J )-US TP IP















VJN (_.._JT.])=VJ (K'JT¢1 )
llJ_.i(a_JT¢I)=UJ (HJT¢ I )





Ot.Id=tld('J (T)-U,.I (I )
_,_PITE(6,O_) I,XJ(1),YJ(I) _UJ(I),LiJN(1) _VJ(1),VJF!(I),rWJ,!'t_J
50 COF!TI.'3LIF
PETIlP_I
_o 96 FAPt_AT ("]")
_n
_)7 FOrmAT(-],,//* NEW JACK PE.OTU_H_TIO_ VELOCITY C_t CI._IL_':TIq%'S"}
•* (SCALF O) *//* I*
Q8 FO.P_AT(T_,P(PXFP..4} _2(2xFT°2),_(2X610. _.))






C THIS Stli-_DnflTINFCALCULATES THF JACK V_LOCITY CO_._Pq_..'F_._TF LSUL.TI_--_¢:FPO._0":
C Sh_._ESTPl p F×CLI_nI._._GTHAT CnNTAI_.,I_IG THE SIf._GHLAPITY
C
SIIBROHTI_.!F STP.IP(I.K_L,USTRIo,VSTF_I P)
CQ_AO:_/,JACK/_,.,J_K'JTg_,JJP_,XJ(If_O)_YJ(IO0) ,UJ(IO0) _VJ(lhO) 9
•IJJF_(I00 ).VJh (I00) ,yJ_,i(lot)),!)YJ(I00)
CO,_HO,.J/CONThlIR/_,_r_gNTVtgKIF)S,NF'_9FJ()S_X[)(IO0 )_Yi)(I00 ),LJY.,(I(}0)_V['(IO0 )
XL=XD(L}-XF_(K) _ YL=YD(L)-YD(K) _ SL =S_RT(xL'aXL.YL'_YL)
Dx=xJ(I)-XD(K) _ RY--YJ (1)-Yi) (_)
IIDIF:IJD (L)-UD (K) 'B VPIF=VF)(L )-VD (K)
AI=-_X*IID (K) $ AP.=-PX*V{) (K) ,F AB:-QY*UO (K) _ .a_=-B_Y_'V[_'(K )
_ i: (-_X*I{DIF.XI_*t!D (K))/SL R. _2:(-PR*\IDIF.XL*VI>(K))/SL
BB=(-py_I_DIF+YL_UD(K) }/_L R.. ,._4=(-Ry_v[_IF+YL_V{)(K) )/SL
SL2=SL_St.
C1 =XL*IIF)TFISL 2- _ C2:XL*VDIFISLP
C3:YL*!IF_I FISL2 _ Ca=YL"_V£)IFISL 2
F)I:RX*PX ._Y*I_Y F. D2:-2- (RX*XL.PY*YL)/SL
FI=XLISL $ E2=YL/SL
AD=AI-A_- $ RD=BI-B_ • C{_=CI-C _+














T3=SL.-D_T2- (DE/?.) _ (D2/_.) _TI
6P_O VST_IP=(FI_(AD_TI .BD_T_-.C'_T3)+E?_(AP_TI._P_TE.CpeT3))
iISTRIp= (F_I_ (ap_T I.IRp_T2.CP_T3) -F2_ (AD_T 1.r_O_T_.CO_T3) )
RETURn.;
630 PRINT 640.0
6_0 FOPF_AT(//_ERPOF_---THE VALUE OF- Q IS NEGATIVE_ Q=_F15,R,//)
STOP
650 PPINT 651,I.K,L,ARG
651 F_P_._AT(/, _ I=_'I2_ _ J=_,I2_ J.l=_,I2_ _ ARG='_FPS.I _'
_/,_, EPpo_---APGU_,EHT OF LOG IH STRIP.LT.O_)
SThP
CCCCC_CCCCCCC_CCCC_CCCCC_CCCCCC___CCCCCC_CCCCC_Cc_Cc_CCCCCCCCCCCC_CCC_CCCC_C__CCC





















751 FORMAT(* I=*,I2,* J=*_I2,* ARG=*,F25.15,/_* ERROR---





C THIS FUNCTION DETERMINES WHETHER THE STRIP BEING CONSIDERED IS A

























C C .CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC_
C
C THIS FIINKTTOK_ DFTERMINES WHETHEP A POINT IS A POINT ON THE DATA SURFACE




SUJN (100) ,VJN (I00) ,YJN (]00) ,DYJ (100)
COMMON/CONTOUR/F!D,NTW,NDS,NBW'NUS'XD (I00) ,YD (100) ,UD (IO0 ),VD (I00)
C
C_*_IBDRY=I---(XJ,YJ) ON DATA SURFACE









C THIS SUBROUTINE INTEGRATES THE DELTA THETA VALUES TO OBTAIN NEW






























CALL HMC!I_V] (XJ(_'I) 9YJN(N]} ,YPP,NJB,O.O,JOPTgECI,EC_;,IEPP}
DO 30 I=h.tI,N2




WP!TE (._,99)I,XJ(I) ,YJ(I) ,UJ (1) ,UJN (1) ,vJ(I ),VJN (!) ,YJ_ (I) ,T_ETA (I)
_;,DYJ(I)
40 CONT IKIUE
Pqs.n.YT=pf,,_S (NJT, DYJ )
qqSDYP,=qpS (NJR 9[;YJ (NJT. I ))
_,_PITF(6,q7) _MSPYT, R_SDYR
QETIIRN
9T FO.F_AAT (//{- F_4S(nYJ (TOP) }= _GIP.6 "} R_S (_)YJ(ROT))= "}GI_.h}
9B FOPFIAT(,,I,,//_. PREDICTED W_LL CORRF'£CTION (SCAL_;D)_'//




















qUF_POUTI_,!E H_,_CIIPVI(XtY_YPP_,,ST,P, PT,ECl ,_EC_'_.,IEPP)
C
C THT_ _I;H_OUTI_,.'FFTT'::;_ CII_TC tlp TEN_;Tn_.j_,PlTiX;FT_,_C)'_(_F_A _,FT
C _F Y VS X VAL!IE_,
C
C A!ITHOR -- HARRY _O_GAFJ _I,AS_/LAKJGLEY LSAk/ST_I II
C (_ODIFIED BY JOEL EVEF_H_RT >JASA/LA_'{_I..EY)0
C
C* *
C* DESCPlPTIn;._ OF I"_PUT A_'_OOIITPL!T FOR SU_iRO JTIF;E SPI._INE *
C*
C* PAPA{,_ETF_ [)ESCR IPT le.N *
C* *
C* )_ - I_,_P!iTAGF.'AY OF I_,_[)EPE_JI,"Ef,!TVARIABLE. *
C* y - INPUT APPAy OF DEPEM)EF_T VAP!ABLE. *
C* ypp - r)ljF_y WORK A_P.AY C;F DIt-'EF_SION IO*N 0_.._I_,!P_JT. *
C* _ CHJTPUT, A_RAY OF SECO."!O DERIVATIVES. *
C* ._j - _,,_I_,BERnF INPUT VALISES OF X A."_'DY. *
C* ST - _PLI_','.ETENSIO _ (ST:O.O SA_,_EaS CU_31C SPLI",i_Z). *
C* OPT - END CONITITIO_I OPTIOfl ARRAY OF LENGTH 2. OPT(1) *
C* COPPESPO_JDS TO CC)NOITIDF_ AT X(1),, OPT(2) COR_ESPO_DS *
C* TO CONDITION AT X(N). *
C* I - FCl (_P EC_,! NKF'OWF,! *
C* P - FCI:YP(1) OR ECN=YP(K_) *
C* 3 - ECI='YPP(|) OF_ F..CN=YPP(_'_) *
C* FTCN - FNO CO_,_F>ITION AT EFID OF Y VS X CU:RVE. *
C* IEPR - FRPOR C0,.P_" *
C* 0 - tqO E PPOP *
C* I - N IS LESS THA_'._ 3 *
C* ? - X 19 _OT _ONOTONICALLY I_'_CRFASI_'IG *
C*
C* RESTRICTIONS
•C* X MUST _ _-_ONOTO_'JICALLY INCREASIF.IG *
C* _,__._T FIE GREATER TFIAF_ OR Eqt aL TO 3. *
C* x A_'._F)Y ',_UST RE DI_"E"JSI,gNED Ry AT LEAST F_ IK CALLIN{5 *
C* PROGRAM. *
C* ST _Hh_LF) RE ."._0GREATER THAF.I 50. *
C*
C




SI_,_H(X) :n.5* (EXF (X)-EXP (-X) }
COSH(X):O,5*(EXP(X) .EXP(-X) )
C
C CHF_CK O_ *-._O_JC.T(_.IICALLYIrJCPEASI _'_GX
C
IEPP=(_
IF (_._.IT.3) GO TO 32
_?0 1 T=?.r,.i
TF (×(I).|_EoX(I-1)) GO TO 33
C
C Cn'_Oi!TF TEN__.I¢,Np.aPa_,,ETF__:T +
C
T=qT_FL_,_T (_..!-1) / (X (_._)-X ( ] ) ) .....
C




r,b3= _ 2 + _,,)
_q_.= _.j3 . _i
_ 5 = k_z+.-,!
r,.iq = E!_q. _'j
C






YPP (_) =YPP (I)
IF (I.EO.I) GO TO P
K=K +_,I
IF (ST.I_F.O.O) yPP(K)=(H_+HI)/3.
!F (ST •GT. 0 •0 }YPP (K )= (T*COSH (T"_V])/S I_,_H(T*H I )- I./_ I+T,':,-C0 SH (T*_? )/$ I





C LOAO _,ATPIX ROVS 1 Am!) q (E_D CO_,;DITIO_S)
F_ C
yPP (K_3)=ypp (_,._4-])=l •0
YPP {N?):YPP(_)=O,O
C




A2=X (3) -x (I )
A3=X(1)-X(?)




YPP (NO) =EC1- {Y (2) -Y ( 1} )/H1











7 GO TO (_I_9,11}0PT(2)
B AI=X (N-I)-X (N)
A2:X(N)-X (N-2)
A3=X (N-P) -X (N-I)
YPP (NS-]) =2,* (Y (N-2) *AI+Y (N-I) *A2.Y (N) *A3) / (AI*X (N-2)**2+A2*X (N-l)
I;**2*A3*X (N)**2)
GO TO 12
g H]=X (N)-X (_)
YPP (NS-]) =ECN- (Y (N)-Y (M))/HI





YPP (N4-I) = (COSH (HI*T)/SINH (T*HI)-I./(HI*T) )/T
GO TO 12
11 YPP (N5-]) =ECN
C
C SOLVF TRIDIAGONAL eATRIX
C
12 YPP (N7) =YPP (N3)
YPP (NS) =YPP (N4}/YPP (N3)




YPP (N7+I I)=YPP (F._3+I1)-YPP (Ii)*YPP (NO+ 12}
IF (I.EO.N) GO TO 13
YPP (N9+ 11)=YPP (N2+ Il)/YPP (NT+ II)
13 yPp(N8+II)=(YPP(N4+II)-YPP(II)*YPP(NS+I2) )/YPP(N7+I])




































C FROM THE SPLINE UNDER TENSION PACKAGE
C CODED BY A. K. CLINE AND R. J. RENKA
C DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCES
C UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTINC
C THIS FUNCTION INTERPOLATES A CURVE AT A GIVEN POINT
C USI_fG A SPLINE UNDER TENSION. THE SUBROUTINE CURVl SHOULD





C T CONTAINS A REAL VALUE TO BE MAPPED ONTO THE INTERPO-
C LATING CURVE.
C
C N CONTAIM_ THE NUMBER OF POINTS WHICH WERE SPECIFIED TO
C DETERMINE THE CURVE.
C
C X AND Y APE ARRAYS CONTAINING THE ABSCISSAE AND
C ORDTMATFS. RESPECTIVFI.Y, OF THF SPFCTFTED POINTS.
C
C YP IS AN ARRAY OF SECOND DERIVATIVE VALUES OF THE CURVE




C SIGMA CONTAINS THE TENSION FACTOR (ITS SIGN IS IGNORED).
C
C THE PAPAMFTERS N, X, Y, YP, AND SIGma SHOULD BE INPUT




C CURV2 CONTAINS THE INTERPOLATED VALUE.
C
C NONE OF THE INPUT PARAHETERS ARE ALTERED.
C




















IF (SIGMAP ,NE. 0,) GO TO 1
CURV2 = SUM-DELI*DEL2*(YP(I)*(DELI.DELS)+YP(IMI) _
* (DEL2+DELS))/(6.*DELS)
RETURN























C FROM THE SPLINE UNDER TENSION PACKAGE
C CODED BY A, K, CLINE AND R, J, RENKA
C DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCES
C UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
C
C THIS FUNCTION DIFFERFNTIATES A CURVE AT A GIVEN POINT
C USI_IG A SPLINE UNDER TENSION, THE SUBROUTINE CURVl SHOULD





C T CONTAINS A REAL VALUE AT WHICH THE DERIVATIVE IS TO BE
C DETERMINED.
C
C N CONTAINS THE NUMBER OF POINTS WHICH WERE SPECIFIED TO
C DETERMINE THE CURVE,
C
C X AND y ARE ARRAYS CONTAINING THE ABSCISSAE AND
C ORDINATES, RESPECTIVELY_ OF THE SPECIFIED POINTS,
C
C YP IS AN ARRAY OF SECOND DERIVATIVE VALUES OF THE CURVE




C SIGMA CONTAINS THE TENSION FACTOR (ITS SIGN IS IGNORED),
C
C THE PARAMETERS N, X. Y_ YP9 AND SIGMA SHOULD BE INPUT




C CURVD CONTAINS THE DERIVATIVE VALUE,
C
C NONE OF THE INPUT PARAMETERS ARE ALTERED.
C








































C FROM THE SPLINE UNDER TENSION PACKAGE
C CODED BY A. K. CLINE AND R. J. RENKA
C DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCES
C UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
C
C THI_ FI}NCTTOFI INTEGRATES A CEIRVE SPECIFIED RY A _Pl I_(E
-?
.:{ )
C UNDER TENSION BETWEEN TWO GIVEN LIMITS. THE SUBROUTINE
C CURVI SHOULD BE CALLED EARLIER TO DETERMINE NECESSARY :




C XL AND XU CONTAIN THE UPPER AND LOWER LIMITS OF INTE-
C GRATION, RESPECTIVELY. (SL NEED NOT BE LESS THAN OR
C EQUAL TO xU_ CURVI (XL,XU,...) .EO. -CURVI (XU,XL_.,.) }.
C
C N CONTAINS THE NUMBER OF POINTS WHICH WERE SPECIFIED TO
C DETERMINE THE CURVE.
C
C X AND Y ARE ARRAY_ CONTAINING THE ABSCISSAE AND "
C nRDINATES9 RESPECTIVELY_ OF THE SPECIFIED POINTS.
C
C YP IS AN ARRAY FROM SUBROUTINE CURVI CONTAINING




C SIGMA CONTAINS THE TENSION FACTOR (ITS SIGN IS IGNORED}.
C
C THE PARAMETEPS N_ X_ Y_ YP_ AND SIGMA SHOULD BE INPUT




C CURVI CONTAINS THE INTEGRAL VALUE.
C
C NONE OF THE INPUT PARAMETERS ARE ALTERED,
C




C STATEMENT FUNCTION FOR COEFFICIENT ASSOCIATED WITH
C DERIVATIVE TERMS
C
TERM (CMMI,CMM2,T) = (CMMI-CMM2-SIG_AP*T*SS}/(SIGMAP*
* SIGMAP*SIGMAP*(SS.SIGMAP*OELS})
C









IF (XL ,LT, XU} GO TO IL_
Qo XXL : Xl!
XXU : Xl_
_;SIGN : -I,
IF" (XL .GT, XU} GO TO I
C





C SEAPCH FOR PROPER INTERVALS
C
I ILMI : INTRVL (XXL,X_N)
IL = ILMI.I
IUMI : INTRVL (XXU_XgN}
Itl = IU_I.I
IF (IL .EQ, IU) GO TO 8
C
C INTEGRATE FRhM XXL TO X(IL)
C
SUM : O.












* +TERM (C2_ 0•_T2) *YP (ILMI )
GO TO 3
L_ SlIM = SUM-TI*TI*DELS*YP(IL)/6,
* -T2* (DELl* (D'EL2.DELS) .DELS*DELS) *YP (ILMI)/12,
C
C I_TEGRATE OVEP INTERIOR INTERVALS
C
3 IF (IU-IL .EO° I} GO TO 6
ILPI = IL.I
Dr) 5 I = ILPI_IUF_I
DELS = X(I)-X(I-I}
SUM = SUNI.(Y(1).Y(I-I))*DELS/2,
IF (SIGMA ,EQ, 0,} GO TO 4
CAll _NH_SH (._,CS,SIGMAP*DFI _.3)
SU_ = _ M*(YP(I}.YP(I-I))*(CS-._S*SIGMAP*OELS/2.}/
, (SIGUAP,SIG_AP*SIGMAP* (SS.SIGMAP*DELS))
GO TO 5
4 StJu = SUM-(yp(1),Yp(I-I})*DELS*DELS*DELS/2_.
5 CONTINUE ..
C
C INTEGF_ATE F_OM X(IU-I} TO XXU
C












* *TERM (C._.C29T2)*YP (ILIM1)
GO TO In




C INTEGRATE FF_O_ XXL TO XXU
C
















* +TERM (CL2_CU2, T2)*YP (ll!F_l)
GO TO 1O
SUM = SI!_-TI*(DELU2*(DELS *DELU1).DELLP-_(DELS*DELL1))*
* YP (IU)/12,
* -TP* (DELL1* (DELS*DELL2} *DELUI* (DELS*DELU2))*
* YP (IU_I )/12.
C
C CORRECT SIGN AND RETURN
C











C FROM THE SPLINE UNDER TENSION PACKAGE
C CODED RY A. K. CLINE ANO R, J. RENKA
C DEPARTMEMT OF COMPUTER SCIENCES
C UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
C
C THIS FUNCTION DETERMINES THE INDEX OF THE INTERVAL
C (DETERMINED BY A GIVEN INCREASING SEQUENCE) IN WHICH




C T IS THE GIVEN VALUE°
C








C INTRVL RETURNS AN INTEGER I SUCH THAT
C
C I : I IF T .LE, X(2)
C I = N-I IF X(N-I) .LE. T '
C OTHERWISE X(I) .LE. T .LE. X(I.l)9
C




IF (TT .LE. X(2)) GO TO 4




C LINEAR INTE_POLATIOF; ....
C
I I = IL+IFIX(FLOAT(IH-IL)*(TT-X(IL))/(X(IH)_X(IL)})
IF (IT ,LT, X(1)) GO TO Z
IF (IT .LE, X(I.I)) GO TO 3C




























C FROM THE SPLINE UNDER TENSION PACKAGE
C CODED BY A, K, CLINE AND R, J, RENKA
C DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCFS
C UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
C THIS SUBROUTINE RETHRNS APPROXIMATIONS TO
C SINHM(X) = SIF_H(X)-X
C COSHM(X) = COSH(X)-I
C AND
C COSH_(X) : C_SH(X)-I-X*X/2
C WITH RELATIVE ERROR LESS THAN 3,4_E-14C
C ON INPUT--
C
C X CONTAINS THE VALtlE OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE.
C
C l_w INDICATES THE FUNCTION DESIRED _.
C : -I IF ONLY SINHN IS DESIRED,
C : 0 IF BOTH SINHM AND COSH_ ARE DESIPED9
C : 1 IF ONLY COSH_ IS DESIRED_
C : 2 IF ONLY COSHMM IS DESIRED9




C SINHM CONTAINS THE VALUE OF SINHM(X) IF ISW .LE. 0 OR
C ISW .EO. 3 (SINHM IS UNALTERED IF ISW .EQ.I OR ISW .EO.
C 2).
C
C COSH_ CONTAINS THE VALUE OF COSHM(X) IF ISW .EQ. 0 OR
C ISW .EQ. I AND CONTAINS THE VALUE OF COSHMM(X) IF ISW




























IF ((AX .GE. 2.70) .OR. (AX .GE. 1.15 .AND.
* ISW .ME. 2)) EXPX : EXP(AX)
C
C SINH_ APPPOX!MATION
? f ; <_
C
IF (ISW .EQ. 1 .OR. ISW .EQ. 2) GO TO 2




! SINH_ = -(((I./EXPX+AX).AX)-EXPX)/2.




2 IF (ISW .NE. 0 .AND° ISW .NE° I) GO TO 4 ....








4 IF (ISW .LE. I) PETURN































97 FORMAT("]"///_ REQUEST FOR AVERAGING DENIEO*/
$* NJ IS AN ODD NU_ER OF JACKS*/)
g8 FORMAT(2XT2_(2XGI2.6))



































983 FORMAT('I"//* UNSCALED WALL CORRECTIONS FOR A RELAXATION*
_* FACT_R=*FIO.5)
984 FORMAT(//3XBAIO)
985 FORMAT(3X_*USING RESULTS FROM TEST *tI_* RUN *_I#_* POINT *_I#)






{ 33X*RMS(DYJ(BOT))=*GI2.6) . _
9qO FOPMAT(4FIO,5)








6X19 INCH TPANSONIC TUNNEL FLEXIBLE WALL TEST
39 31 35
3,0728 O, 508,47 20,616 13.914 .76700
12 12 19 1 19 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 1
2 1 2 1


































































U,INF: .770943 UINF= 805.542
NEW JACK PERTURBATION VELOCITY CALCULATIONS (SCALED)
I XJ yJ UJ UJN VJ VJN DVJ DUJ
I -29,0000 6,0506 2,03 2,03 -,2802E-14 -,2802E-14 0, 0,
2 -24,0000 6,0491 1,1-8 -I,99 -,2428 -,9313E-01 ,1497 -3,171
3 -20,0000 6,0489 ,74 -2,15 ,1943 .7926E-01 -,1151 -2,893
4 -16,0000 6,0514 ,41 -2.21 .8707 ,7597 -,1111 -2.620 .
5 -12,0000 6,0564 ,90 -I,96 ,8623 1,722 .8594 -2.856
6 -8,0000 6,0628 1,31 -2,62 2,542 2,012 -,5299 -3,925
7 -4,0000 6,0825 2,17 1,04 4,754 8.084 3,329 -I,132
8 0,0000 6,0973 17,21 5,97 -,6386 -1.734 -I,095 -11,24
9 4.0000 6.0769 .02 .49 -5.611 -7,729 -2.118 .4667
10 8.0000 6.0541 1.03 -3.12 -3.022 -3.818 -.7957 -€.150
II 12.0000 6.0466 -.83 -2.57 -,6345 -2.634 -2.000 -1.734
12 16,0000 6,0454 -,98 -I,93 ,2564 -I,455 -1.711 -,9525
13 -29,0000 -6,0506 2,03 2.03 ,2802E-14 ,2802E-14 0, O,
14 -24,0000 -6,0491 1,18 -I,99 ,2428 ,9313E-01 -.1497 -3,171
15 -20,0000 -6,0489 ,74 -2,15 -.1943 -,7926E-01 .1151 -2,893
16 -16,0000 -6,0514 ,41 -2,21 -,E707 -,7597 ",1111 -2,620
17 -12,0000 -6,0564 ,90 -1.96 -.8623 -1,722 -,8594 -2,856
18 -8,0000 -6,0628 1,31 -2,62 -2,542 -2,012 .5299 -3,925
19 -4,0000 -60825 2,17 1,04 -4,754 -8,084 -3,329 -I,132
20 0,0000 -6,0973 17,21 5,97 .6386 1.734 1,095 -11.24
21 4,0000 -6.0769 ,02 ,49 5,611 7,729 2,118 ,4667
22 8.0000 -6.0541 1.03 -3,12 3,022 3.818 .7957 -4,150
23 12,0000 -6,0466 -,83 -2,57 ,6345 2,634 2,000 -1,734
24 16,0000 -6,0454 -198 -I,93 -,2564 1,455 1,711 -,9525
%{)
o PREDICTED WALL CORRECTION (SCALED)
I Xd YJ UJ UJN Vd VJN THETA THETAN DYJ
1 -29,0000 6.0506 807,57 807.57 -,2802E-14 -,2802E-14 -,3469E-17 -.3469E-17 O,
2 -24.0000 6,0491 806,72 803,55 -.2428 -,9313E-01 -,3010E-03 -,1159E-03 ,7324E-03
3 -_0,0000 6,0489 806.28 803,39 .19€3 ,7926E-01 ,2410E-03 ,9865E-0# ,9689E-03
4 -16,0000 6.0514 805.96 803,34 ,8707 .7597 ,I080E-02 ,9_57E-03 -,2384E-03
5 -12,0000 6,0564 806,44 803.58 ,8623 1,722 ,1069E-02 ,2142E-02 ,2564E-02
6 -8,0000 6,0628 806,85 802.93 2._#_ 2,012 ,3150E-02 ,2506E-02 ,2098E-02
7 -4,0000 6,0825 80?,72 806,58 4,754 8,084 ,5886E-02 ,I002E-01 ,9879E-02
8 0,0000 6.0973 822.75 811.51 -,6386 -I,734 -,7762E-03 -,2136E-02 ,1734E-01
9 4,0000 6,0769 805,57 806.03 -5,611 -7,729 -,6966E-02 -.9589E-02 ,6981E-02
10 8,0000 6,0541 806,57 802.42 -3,022 -3,818 -.3747E-02 -,4758E-02 ,2614E-03
11 12.0000 6.0466 804.71 802,98 -,6345 -2,634 -,7885E-03 -,3280E-02 ",6330E-02
12 16,0000 6,0454 804,57 803.61 ,2564 -I,455 ,3186E-03 -.1811E-02 -,1653E-01
13 -29,0000 -6,0506 807,57 807,57 ,2802E-14 ,2802E-14 ,3469E-17 ,3#69E-17 O,
14 -24.0000 -6.0491 806.72 803.55 .2428 .9313E-01 .3010E-03 .I159E-03 -.7324E-03
15 -20.0000 -6.0489 806.28 803.39 -.1943 -.7926E-01 -.2410E-03 -.9865£-04 -.9689E-03
16 -16.0000 -6.0514 805.96 803.34 ,.6707 -.7597 -.]080E-02 -.9457E-03 .2384E-03
17 -12.0000 -6.0564 806.44 803.58 -.8623 -I.722 -.I069E-02 -.2142E-02 -.2564E-02
18 -8.0000 -6.0628 806.85 802.93 -2.542 -2.012 -.3150E-02 -.2506E-02 -.2098E-02
19 -4.0000 -6.08_5 807.72 806.58 -4.754 -8.084 -.5886E-02 -olO02E-OI -.9879E-02
20 0.0000 -6.0973 822.75 811.51 .6386 1.734 .7762E-03 .2136E-02 -,1734E-01
?I 4.0000 -6.0769 805.57 806.03 5.611 7.729 .6966E-02 .9589F-02 -.6981E-02
22 8.0000 -6.0541 806.57 802.42 3.022 3.818 .3747E-02 .4758E-02 -.2614E-03
23 12.0000 -6.0466 804.71 802.9B .6345 2.634 .7885E-03 .3280E-02 .6330E-02
24 16.0000 -6.0454 804.57 803.61 -.7564 1.455 -.3186E-03 .1811E-02 .1653E-01
RMS(DYJ(TOP))= .802531E-02 RMS(DYJ(HOT))= ,802531E-02
_J_SCALEi')WALL COpI_FCTIOI'.SFOR A OELAX,ATIO_J FACTOP= .25000
6X19 INCH TP.ANSr)_,!TCTUNNEL FLEXIBLE WALL TEST
I.<TKS RES!ILTS FRO_,'TEST 39 RUN 31 POI',IT 35
TU_,:NEL PAPAMFTFRS aRF
_= .7670 P_=3.073 ALPHA= 0.000 TEMP(D_G P)= 508._72
PT=20.62 PINF=13.91 UINF= 805,54225
I XJ yj YJN DYJ
l -Eq.o000 9.5000n 9.5O000 O.
? -24.0000 9,_9765 9,49794 .2_5355E-03
3 -20.0000 9.4973q 9,49777 .377491E-03
4 -16.0000 9.50130 9.50121 -,928892E-04
5 -12.0000 9.5091a 9.51018 .999137E-03
-8.00000 9._191] 9.51993 .817311£-03
7 -4o000_0 9.55017 9,55397 .384903E-02
O. q.57337 9.5e013 .675586E-07
_.00000 9,54136 9,5440_ ,_71998£-02
1o 8.00000 Q.50557 9.50567 .I01828E-03
I] I?.0000 9.49375 9.49128 -.746630[-0_
12 16.0000 9.4917Q 9.48535 -.644039E-0_
13 -29.0000 -9.50000 -q.50000 O,
14 -24,0000 -9,49765 -9.49794 -.285355E-03
IS -20,0000 -9.49739 -9,49777 -.377491£-03
16 -16.0000 -9.50130 -9.501_I ,978892E-04
17 -12.0000 -9.5091_ -q.5]Ol_ -,999137E-03
15 -8.00000 -9.51911 -9,51993 ._17311E-03
1_ -4,00000 -9,55017 -9,55397 .384903£-07
_0 O. -9.57337 -9.58013 .67558bE-02
_I 4.00000 -9.54136 -9.5_408 ,_71998E-0_
2_ 8.00000 -9.50557 -9.50567 .I01828E-03
23 12.0000 -9.49375 -9.49128 .246630E-02
24 16,0000 -9.49179 -9.48535 ,644039E-07
RMS(DYJ(TOP)}: .312684E-02
RffS(DYJ(8OT))= .3126B4E-02
UNSCALED WALL CnpRECTIONS FOR A RELAXATION FACTOR = 1.00000
6xlq INCH TRANSONIC TUNNEt FLEXIBLE WALL TEST
II_ING RESIILTS FRO_ TEST 39 RU_ 31 POINT 35
TU_NEL PAPAMETFRS _RE
M= .7670 RN=3,073 ALPHA= 0,000 TEMP(DEG P)= 50_,472
PT=20,62 PINF=13,91 t!INF= 805,54225
! XJ YJ YJN DYJ
1 -29.0000 9.50000 9.50e00 O.
2 -24,0000 9,49765 9,49879 .I14142E-02
3 -20,0000 9,49739 g,498qO ,150996E-02
4 -16.0000 9,50130 9,50093 -,371557E-03
5 -12.000o 0,50918 9.51318 ,399653E-02
6 -8,00000 9,51911 9.52238 .326924E-02
7 -4.00000 9,55012 9,56552 ,153961E-01
3 O. 9,57337 9.60039 .270234E-01
9 4,00000 9.54136 9.55224 .I08799E-01
1o 8.00000 9.50557 9°50598 .407313E-03
Ii 12o0000 9.4937_ 9.48388 -.986519E-02
I? 16.0000 9.49179 9.46603 -.257616E-01
13 -29.0000 -9.50000 -9.50000 O.
14 -24.0000 -9.49765 -9.49879 -.I14142E-02
15 -20.0000 -9.49739 -9.498q0 -.150996E-02
I_ -16.0000 -9.50130 -9.50093 .371557E-03
17 -12.0000 -9,50918 -9.51318 -.399653E-02
1B -8,00000 -9.51911 -9.52238 -.3269_4E-02
19-4.00000 -9.55012 -9.56552 -.153961E-01
20 O. -9.57337 -9.60039 -.270234E-01
?] 4100000 -9.54136 -9.55224 -oI08799E-01
22 8.00000 -9.50557 -9.50598 -.407313E-03
23 12.0000 -9.49375 -9.48388 .9_6519E-02
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